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FINAL ORDER
The Court will begin the within Order by briefly summarizing both the factual history

and litigation posture that this case has taken since originally being filed in October of
2006.

The parties'relationship goes back to 1983. At that time, a locally-owned health
care facility known as the Porlsmouth Hospital was in a crisis mode. lt had been servicing

the Portsmouth community for approximately 100 years. lt had done so with a group of
dedicated professionals, but due to the changes in the health care environment nationally

and locally, as well as the positive steps taken by the hospital's competitors to upgrade
their facilities and staff, Porlsmouth Hospital had to make important decisions in order to

remain competitive. The hospital did not have the resources
improvements in its facility and therefore had

to implement necessary

to parlner with someone else or sell

the

hospital outright. After considering the former, the directors concluded that only the latter
was feasible.

portsmouth Hospital had been a not-for-profit facility; however in considering an
appropriate buyer, the hospital did have to look at possible purchasers who would in fact
transform the hospital into a for-profit enterprise, HCA turned out to be the suitor that

r Ta.

could offer the commitments necessary so as to assure the directors that the goals that

they had set and achieved while operating the hospital themselves for many years would
not only be equaled but exceeded by the new owner. After several meetings with the
leaders of HCA, the Portsmouth Hospital directors felt comfortable in doing business with

that entity.
The key document regarding the acquisition of the hospital by HCA and indeed this
litigation, was a 3O-page proviso entitled Asset Purchase Agreernent (hereinafter referred

to as the APA). The sale proceeds were used to create the plaintiff, a non-profit entity,
whose function was, in part, to observe the operation of the hospital to make sure it was

being run in accordance with the terms of the

APA. Two

prestigious law firms

representing each of the parlies spent many hours, days, weeks, and months establishing

all of the language of that document. Multiple drafts reflecting additions and subtractions

were exchanged between the law firms. The parties agree that at the center of this
litigation is the meaning of one section of the APA, to wit, Section 5.2.11(a). That section

provides for a right on the part of the plaintiff to re-purchase the hospital under certain

conditions. Each of these parties has dissected the language of that section, literally word
by word, which runs only approximately one page of this 3O-page contract. They have a
fundamental disagreement as to what the words in that section mean'
The APA is an unusual document in that it committed HCA to maintain many of the

existing hospital policies and procedures. As this Coud has alluded to in past Orders,
generally when one company sells out to another in an arms length transaction the seller
receives monies only and loses all control of the entity. Here the plaintiff was to a limited
extent given an indirect voice in how the hospital was to be operated in the future. lt had

input in who was to sit on the hospital's governing board, as well as setting forth what

medical services would be offered at the hospital and limiting the amount of profit that HCA

could

earn. lnsisting on these concessions on the part of HCA meant that the transfer

represented something more than just money to the plaintiff. For the right to own this
facility, HCA was required to do more than pay the asking price, which was approximately
$6.5 million. lt was required to spend an additional $26 million to build a new facility and it
could not terminate ceftain seryices, even if those services proved to be unprofitable as
limits placed upon it by other

time went

on. lt appears that HCA did not have sirnilar

hospitals

it acquired. The plaintiff argues that trust in these commitments was the

cornerstone of the decision to sell to HCA in 1983, and indeed the evidence does support

that contention.

Over the next fifteen years, the relationship between the parties was nearly
flawless. The APA gave the plaintiff the right to repurchase the hospital in 1988 and again

in 1gg3 at its option based upon different formulas. The plaintiff declined purchase
those years, largely because the association between the parties was excellent,

in

and

neither the plaintiff nor the hospital administrators or physicians saw the need to reacquire
the facility.

ln addition to the plaintiffls right to repurchase the hospital after five and ten years,
which it declined, the parlies did negotiate for certain changes in the APA. For example in
of
1gg4, the parties executed a so-called Modification Agreement, which removed some

the restrictive covenants in the APA, including a right to repurchase under certain
conditions. The defendant paid $20 million to the plaintiff for this Modification Agreement.
Turning now to the crux of this case, in 2006 HCA engaged in an inter-company
transfer of assets, including ultimately the Portsmouth Hospital. The defendant notified the
plaintiff of the specifics of this inter-company transfer. HCA concluded, however, that the

transfer was not of the magnitude so as

to

give the plaintiff the contractual right to

reacquire the hospital pursuant to Section 5.2.11(a) of the

APA. Conversely, the plaintiff

believed that the pafticular transfer engaged in did in fact give it that right. Thus, this
litigation began. Specifically the plaintiff asked this Court to permit it

to purchase

the

hospital because of the alleged breach of the APA by HCA.

ln the course of discovery, the plaintiff learned of another inter-company transfer
completed by HCA in 1999, seven years earlier, lt was the defendant's position that
because that transfer did not give the plaintiff the right to reacquire the hospital, it did not
have to provide timely notice that the transfer had in fact taken place. Consistent with its

belief that the 2006 transfer allowed the plaintiff the right to repurchase the hospital, the

plaintiff took the same position with respect to the 1999 transaction. Ultimately, our
Supreme Couñ found that although the 2006 transfer did not trigger the plaintiffs right to
reacquire the hospital, the 1999 transfer might have. Thus, the case was remanded to this

Court for resolution of the effect of the 1999 transfer. See Foundation For Seacoast
Health v. HCA 157 N.H. 487 (2008).

The defendant's position on this issue was simple and straightforward. The 1999
inter-company was not a prohibited event, and therefore the terms of the APA were not

violated. lf, however, a court deemed that a technical violation did occur, then

the

defendant would simply void the inter-company transfer that year and put the various
corporations back in the same place that they were in prior to 1999. The transfer itself, the

defendant argued, did not provide the plaintiff with a contractual right to re-acquire the
hospital pursuant to Section 5.2.11(a). Since this is an equitable proceeding, and since

the hospital experienced no change in either policy or procedure as a result of the 1999

inter-company transfer, the defendant concluded that rescission of that transfer was the
only reasonable and equitable remedy.

HCA also took the position that even if the plaintiff had

a

contractual right to

reacquire the hospital in 1999, it would not have exercised that right based upon not only

past dealings, but also based upon the positive relationship that existed between the
parties in and before that

year.

Moreover, the defendant concluded that in 1999 the

plaintiff did not have the monies to purchase nor the experience to run the hospital. HCA
also asserted that even if the plaintifl had the financial ability to re-acquire the hospital, the
purchase price would have to be the fair market value, not the book value of the hospital's
"tangible assets," as suggested by the plaintiff. The defendant would, it claimed, never
have knowingly agreed to such an unfair provision in the APA.

The plaintiffs position was that there was a contractual right to re-acquire the
hospital in the case of an inter-company transfer such as the one completed by HCA in

1999. As far as price is concerned, the plaintiff noted that the APA used the phrase
"tangible assets," which is a defined legal phrase in business acquisition. lt is limited to the
independent value of the building, equipment, and personal property of the hospital, not its

goodwill. The plaintiff argued that the value should be determined as of the date of the
prohibited transfer, to wit, 1999. lt conceded that a purchase for said sum would be less

than the hospital's fair market value, however HCA should be held to the contract
language of "tangible assets" even though in actuality it forced the defendant to accept an
arguably unreasonably low amount for the facility.
By agreement of the pafties, the Court bifurcated the trial of this case. The liability

phase was conducted first, after which the Court issued an Order dated December

2009, lts decision was in favor of the plaintiff. The Court found that the

15,

1999

intercompany transfer was

a prohibited transfer under the APA. Thus a trial on the

appropriate remedy for the defendant's breach of the APA was required and in fact held in
May of this year.
Prior to the remedy phase of this trial, the Courl by Order dated January 18, 2011,

alerted the parlies that despite what could be considered to be conflicting language in
some of its past Orders, the only binding conclusion reached by the Court after the liability

phase of this case was that the 1999 transfer was a prohibited transfer. The issue of
appropriate remedy would in fact be litigated, and the Court had no preconceived notion
as to what remedy should be implemented. Thus, said Order made it clear to the plaintiff

that the Court had not definitively determined in the liability phase of this case that the
plaintiff had

a contractual right to re-acquire the hospital as a result of the prohibited

transfer in 1999,

The evidence during the remedy phase of this case was extensive. Fifteen trial
days were consumed and the Court heard from over 30 witnesses. Hundreds of exhibits
were introduced. Counsel were allowed to summarize their arguments in a hearing held on

July

21,2011. The Court will first

concentrate on whether or not Section 5.2.11(a)

provided the plaintiff with a contractual right to repurchase as

a result of the

prohibited

transfer in 1999 by HCA. lf the Couñ deems no such contractual right existed, then the
plaintiff must convince it that repurchase is a remedy that the facts and circumstances of
this case justify under the general law of equity.

On the issue of whether or not Section 5.2.11(a) provides a contractual right to
repurchase in the event of a prohibited transfer, both parties point to the testimony of the

lead attorney that drafted the language ultimately found in the APA. The attorney

in

question is J. Bradford Malt, who in 1983 represented the plaintiff. He testified in both

phases of this case as well as by deposition. lnterestingly enough, both parties were able

to cull from his testimony answers that he gave to specific questions that suggested that
each of them was entitled to prevail on this

issue. lndeed,

if his testimony is fragmented,

one can argue that he has concluded both that a right of contractual repurchase did exist

for prohibited transfers under Section

5.2.11

(a) and conversely that a right of repurchase

for prohibited transfers did not exist under said section. However, when one looks ai his
testimony as a whole, the Courl is convinced that Attorney Malt believed, and the parties

intended in 1983, that the right to repurchase was available only in the event of a thirdparty sale.

To reach this conclusion it is important to understand the mindset of the padies

in

1983. While this was a reluctant sale of the hospital, it was a sale none the less. The
hospital was not leased to HCA; it was sold to that entity. lmmediately upon the sale the
plaintiff received millions of dollars from HCA and a commitment to expend millions more
on building a new hospital. The fact that there was an outright sale is a concept seemingly
lost on many of the plaintiffls witnesses during both phases of the trial. The tone of their
testimony was that while HCA may have owned the hospital, the Foundation had ultimate
decision making authority on matters such as how much money to invest, what equipment

was necessary, what corporate deductions (management fee) were reasonable and how
hospital profits should be disbursed, The APA díd require the defendant to maintain some
existing policies and procedures; it did not vest the plaintiff with control of any phase of the

operation of the hospital. lt allowed HCA to earn a profit which was initially capped but
later, through negotiation, unfettered.

The clear purpose forthe inclusion of Section

5.2.11

(a) in the APA in 1983 was to

protect the plaintiff in the event of a third-party sale. As the owner, HCA could sell the

hospital and such a sale would not give the plaintiff any input in determining who its new

informal partner regarding hospital policies and procedures would

be. Therefore

the

plaintiff demanded a clause in the APA guaranteeing that if it did not approve of any third-

party purchaser, it could elect to reacquire the hospital by matching the third-party offer.
This type of language is common in the sale of a business. Not only does it protect the
seller, it avoids the necessity of establishing a re-acquisition cost as the price would be set
by what the third party offered.

Conceptually, an inter-company transfer would not raise the same level of concern
for the

plaintiff.

The APA did mandate certain restraints on the operation of the hospital

by the defendant. Any HCA company, in the event of a transfer, would be bound by those

same restraints. Therefore there would not be a complete loss of control

if

HCA

conducted an inter-corporate transfer. One could also argue that the trust factor, which
the plaintiff claims was paramount in the 1983 sale of the hospital to HCA, would still be in
place should an inter-company transfer occur as HCA and any member corporation would
in all likelihood, be controlled by the same individuals.

The evidence revealed that the 1999 transfer involved in part the creation of paper
corporations to provide HCA with some tax relief. They were corporations that were by

and large faceless entities. The same people were running the hospital both before and
after the 1999 transaction. There were no policy changes.

During the liability stage of this litigation, the evidence clearly showed that the
overriding purpose of Section 5.2.11(a) was to protect against third party sales. The topic

of inter-company transfers was a last-minute consideration after numerous drafts had
been circulated. No evidence was introduced at either portíon of the trial of this case in the

form of plaintiffs minutes of meetings, letters, or any other document, that would suggest

that the plaintiff believed that an inter-cornpany transfer would give it the right to
repurchase the hospital, the same right that it would have in the case of a third party sale.

The only conclusion that the Court can reach, after having heard all of the evidence in this
case, is that the 1999 transaction was not intended to nor did it give the plaintiff the right to
purchase the hospital under Section 5.2.11(a), and the right of first refusal under said
section was not the prescribed remedy for the breach of a prohibited transfer.

With respect to the right to repurchase, only two sections of the 3O-page APA
addressed

it.

Those sections were 5.2.11(a) and Section

6. The Court has already

discussed why Section 5.2.11(a) repurchase right pertained only to third-party offers.
Arguably Section

6 d¡d provide a

repurchase remedy for

a breach of prohibition on

transfers. Thus, if Section 6 were still in place in 1999, the plaintiff would be in a position

to claim that the prohibited transfer in this case triggered a right to repurchase. However,
as a result of a Modification Agreement executed in 1994 by the parties, Section 6 was
limited to a purchase remedy only if Sections 5.2.3 or 5.2.9 were breached. Therefore, the

contractual purchase remedy for breaches of the prohibition on transfer, which the Court
has found did occur in this case, was not available to the plaintiff in 1999 under Section 6
because of the 1994 Modification.
The defendant in its Post-Trial Brief has succinctly set out what the Court
finds the evidence has demonstrated in this casel

. The contractual right to purchase

the Hospital pursuant to the right of the
first refusal is only triggered when two conditions are met:, (1) a bona fide
arm's length written offer for the Hospital is made, and (2) HCA intends to
accept that offer.

.

The 1999 transaction did not involve a bona fide, third-party offer for the
Hospital or HCA's intent to accept any such offer. Therefore, the right of
first refusal was not triggered by the breach found by the Court in the first
phase of this case.

in $ 5.2.'11 (a)was never intended by
partieõ to provide a remedyfor a breach of the prohibition on transfers.
in 1g83, the only conlractual repurchase remedy for a breach of prohibition
on transfers was in $ 6 if the APA'

. The right of first refusalexception

.
.

The g 6 right to purchase for breach of the prohibition on transfers was
removed in the 1994 Modification Agreement.

. Accordingly, the contract as it existed

in 1999 and exists today does not

contain a repurchase remedy for the breach that occurred.
Having now concluded that the plaintiff does not have a contractual right of
repurchase because of the prohibited transfer, the Court is left with determining the

appropriate remedy for the defendant's'breach of the

APA'

Simply stated, no

evidence supported the plaintiffs contention that an equitable remedy for the
defendant's breach was the allowance of the plaintiffs the right to purchase the
hospital now. Rather, the evidence conclusively proved: (1) that even if there was a

contractual right to repurchase in 1999, the plaintiff would not have exercised it due

to the excellent relationship that it maintained with the defendant at that point

in

time; (2) that the plaintiff, more probably than not, would not have had the ability to
raise the necessary capital to purchase the hospital in 1999; (3) that the plaintiff,

both in 1gg9 and today, did not have the manpower or expertise to operate the
hospital and therefore would most likely have had
partnership with

to establish some type of

a big healthcare entity like HCA; (4) that it would have

been

unlikely that the plaintiff or a different entity would have operated the hospital better

than HCA has over the years; (5) that the plaintiff, based upon its financial dealings

since 1999, probably would not have made the profit which the defendant has
made in running the hospital since that date; and (6) that the trust factor, which the
plaintiff has always claimed was at the heart of its relationship with the defendant,

was not in a state of total disrepair in 1999.
10

The sad truth is that the one overriding event that severely damaged the
trust factor between the parties is this litigation. lt also appears that the decision to

file this lawsuit was primarily the plaintiffs, not the physicians or persons who
worked at the hospital. The Court reaches that conclusion because many of these
individuals who testified at trial did not exhibit the degree of disillusionment with
HCA that the Foundation's Board of Trustees did.

Virtually all of the plaintiffs remedy witnesses testified that its damages
flowed from its alleged lost opportunity to buy the hospital in 1999. lt stands to
reason, therefore, that because the Court has found that it had no contractual right

to purchase the hospital in that year, the plaintiff has suffered no appreciable
damages. Yet the plaintiff argues that even if the Couft concludes, as it has, that

the plaintiff had no right under Section 5.2. ll (a) of the APA to reacquire the
hospital as

a result of the 1999 inter-company transfer, repurchase is the only

meaningful remedy that the Coud can implement in this case.

That conclusion is largely based upon the premise that the breaching party

to a contract should not have the opportunity to choose the remedy to which the
non-breaching party is entitled. The Court agrees with that premise. However, it

also finds that in equity the non-breaching party does not always have the right to
determine the remedy it wants. Rather it is general equitable principles that dictate

the appropriate remedy. Here those principles mandate recession as the

sole

remedy to which the plaintiff is entitled. When the unintended wrong consisted of

an improper largely paper transfer, the defendant should have the opportunity to
undo it and place the parties back in the same position they were when it occurred

in 19gg. Admittedly in the usual case a 12 year lapse of time between the breach
11

and correction practically prohibits such a remedy, but not under the facts of this
case. The defendant isordered to take whatever steps are necessary to put the
hospital back in the same direct corporate chain that

it was before the

1999

transfer.
For all practical purposes, that is the end of this case. However, given the
fact that so much of the evidence in the remedy phase of the trial revolved around

whether or not the plaintiff would or could buy back the hospital and what the
purchase price should be if it did so, and given the likelihood of an appeal of the
within Order, the Court will briefly address those issues.

Simply stated, the Court finds that the plaintiff would not have elected to
purchase the hospital

in 1999 ¡f it had the option to do so.

Remember, the

operative date is 1999. The plaintiff made a conceñed effort to emphasize the
recent disputes it has had with the defendant in the hope perhaps that the Coutt

would conclude that its current announced lack of trust of HCA was the same

in

1999. Nothing could be further from the truth.
Admittedly, prior to 1999 HCA had gone through a difficult time. The parties
referred to this period as the "Columbia Years". They ran from approximately 1995

through 1gg7. The company was mismanaged for those two years as a result of
which it received much negative national publicity. None of it was lost on either the
plaintiff or the hospital's Board of Directors. They read and kept in their files many

of the newspaper articles predicting doom and gloom for HCA. This subject was
prominent in the minutes of meetings held during this time frame by both Boards of
Trustees.

l2

By 1ggg, HCA had turned around its fortunes and righted its ship. The family that
ran HCA when the hospitalwas sold in 1983 re-assumed control. lndeed, the Board of

Trustees minutes reflect in lgg8 that because of the disentanglement from Columbia, the
trust in HCA was back. As far as the operation of the hospital was concerned, the
,,Columbia Years" never disrupted the quality of care given its patients, therefore with the

return of the original owners of HCA in 1997, there was no reason to want to purchase the
hospital in 1999.

The evidence was overwhelming that everyone was happy with HCA's
running of the hospital in 1ggg. Even the physicians who testified in this case that they
had concerns about the motives and policies of HCA agreed that none of those concerns
manifested themselves until after

1999. The plaintiff in its case highlighted letters by

and
hospital administrators and physicians addressed to HCA listing all of their complaints

place
needs regarding the maintenance of the facility. Yet all of the correspondence took

in 2005 and later. The several trustees who had some involvement with the hospital

in

in
l ggg and who testified at trial agreed there was no reason to re-acquire the hospital

1ggg. The only contempory evidence the plaintiff could offer as to its dismay with HCA

in

l ggg was a statement recorded on an employee assessment form authored by the then
growing
CEO of the hospital, William Schuler, to the effect that he was frustrated with the

sense of outside micro-management by HCA that did not seem to value input from him.

perhaps the best evidence of how the plaintiff felt about HCA in 1999 was
contained in public remarks made in December of that year by the person both parties
conceded was the architect of the sale of the hospital in 1983 on behalf of the plaintiff to
HCA, Terry Morton, now deceased. Not only did he praise HCA for the operation of the
13

hospital, he commented in
Foundation

a public speech he made on December 2, 1999 that the

,,could concentrate on ....... making sure that HCA paid three'times for the

for nothing
hospital,...... we (the Foundation Trustees)would have sold the hospital to HCA
just to get the high quality modern facility we currently have".

ln

summary on this issue, the plaintiffs evidence supporting its likelihood of

purchasing the hospital in 1999 consisted of demonstrating the upheaval of HCA during

the

,,Columbia years" which were over

by 1999, and the trustee and physician

that
disappointment with various corporate decisions, largely concerning expenditures,

reference one
occurred after 1ggg. The Court would be remiss however if ¡t did not at least

position. William
piece of evidence presented that reflects the desperation in the plaintiffs
reviewed the
Henson, the Foundation's highly paid litigation consultant, testified that he

for the
10-K-405 filings of HCA to the Federal Securities and Exchange Commission
,,Columbia years". He was "shocked" to learn how bad off HCA was in

1998' lts officers

patients
were accused of fraud, the government was considering removing its Medicare
fr.om HCA facilities around the country,

etc. Yet those reports were public records

that

this
were available foi review in 1ggg. Mr. Henson did not review those reports until earlier

year, five years after this litigation began'
problem
William Henson's late review of HCA's 10-K405's highlights the underlying

file this
that the Foundation faced during the remedy portion of this case. lt decided to
lawsuit only after a series of complaints lodged with HCA about the capital expenditures
lt
demanded for the hospital by the plaintiff but not provided as quickly as it wanted.

lf
believed the 2006 inter-company transfer gave the Foundation the right to re-purchase'
the hospital
it prevailed on its belief, then the discord reflected in correspondence between
physicians, Board of Trustees and HCA that were marked as trial exhibits and referred to

t4

often in argument would support the plaintiffls contention of loss of trust. However this
correspondence all took place in 2005, After the Court ruled the 2006 transaction did not
result in a prohibited transfer, then the Foundation was faced with a real dilemma. lt had

to produce evidence of significant discord Uior to 1999, the date the Court determined

a

prohibited transfer occurred. Under the facts of this case that task was akin to trying to
force a round peg into a square hole. lt just would not fit.

Regarding the issue of whether

or not the plaintiff could financially afford

to

purchase the hospital in 1999, no matter what the price, the evidence suggests it could

not. The Foundation admits that it did not have sufficient capital to re-acquire the hospital

in '1ggg, but it concludes it could have borrowed the necessary funds or found a

large

enough entity, like HCA, to paftnerwith. However in and before 1999 the Foundation
committed the majority of its funds to creating and maintaining the so-called Community
Campus Project. lt is and was from all accounts a noble undertaking as it was designed to

provide less costly healthcare in

a

non-hospital setting. Whether

or not it has

been

successful is debatable, but the absorbsion of a large amount of the plaintiffs assets into
the project over the years is admitted. lts borrowing capacity in 1999 was limited.

paft of the plaintiffs claim in damages is projected loss profits for the 12 years that
HCA has operated it after the prohibited transfer in 1999, lncredibly, the plaintiffls expert
evidence was that not only would the Foundation have amassed the excessive profits that
it criticizes HCA for earning, but it could have made even more money than the defendant

d¡d. That opinion could not be based upon the plaintiffs past track record. Remember,
the operators of the hospital in 1983, the plaintiffs predecessors had so little business
acumen that they had to sell it outright to the defendant. Since its formation after the sale

in 1g83, the Foundation has exhibited no expertise in the management of its finances.
15

None of the ingredients which the defendant has used in earning the profits it has, such as

significant borrowing power, centralized billing, ability to purchase supplies in bulk at a

cheaper rate from suppliers etc. were available to the plaintiff. Thus it would be sheer
speculation to conclude that if the Foundation owned the hospital for the last 12 years it

would have earned as much monies if not more than HCA

did. ln all likelihood

the

hospital's success and the plaintiffs profit would be doubtful at best.
The final issue which the Court wishes to touch upon is the determination of

the purchase price if the plaintiff was permitted to purchase the hospital at this point in

time. Section 5.2.11 (a) uses the term "tangible assets". As might be expected, the parties
disagree upon the meaning of that term. The APA does not define it nor does it set out a
formula for arriving at a purchase price. Keep in mind however that as a practical matter,

any right of the plaintiff to re-acquire the hospital at less than its fair market value (which
would include both tangible and non-tangible assets) would mean that HCA could never
sell the hospital to a third party. No potential buyer would invest the significant time and
money to investigate a purchase of such a large facility if it knew its offer would have to be

ignored by HCA because of the plaintiffls right

to buy at a significantly lesser price'

Certainly it was not the intent in 1983 to prevent a third party transfer on the paÉ of HCA.
lndeed, that was the primary purpose for including of Section

5.2.11

(a) in the APA.

It is for this reason that the defendant concluded that allowing the term
"tangible assets" to remain in the APA final draft was an oversight. Attorney Malt, the

plaintiffs representative in 1983, admitted that the term was not contained in early
versions of the document. His client's chief negotiator, Terry Morton, insisted upon the
language because in the event of a re-purchase, he did not want the plaintiff to have to

I6

years of local
pay for good will which in large pad was generated by the previous 100
operation of the hospital, not by HCA. That was a reasonable request'

just good will. Arguably
However the phrase "tangible assets" excludes more than
and accounts
it also excludes financial assets such as cash, cash equivalents, inventory
those assets in the
receivabre. cedainry Mr. Morton expected to pay the Foundation for
HCA' Therefore the
event of a purchase because they would have been earned by the

term

,,tangible assets" as used in the APA is ambiguous to some extent' lt encompasses

an open question as to
both real and personal property and excludes good will, but it is
of a certificate of
whether or not other assets of a functioning hospital, such as the value
"tangible assets" is to be
Need, for example, are included, lf the plaintiff's definition of
intended when it signed
believed then the only conclusion the Court can reach is that HCA

of the hospital
the ApA to give away all investments made during its period of ownership
no evidence to suggest that
but for the cost of the physical plant and equipment. There is
HCA had that benevolent intention in 1983'
are "tangible" as
Thankfully the Court is not called upon to parse out what assets

remedy in this
the word is used in the ApA because it has determined the appropriate
1999 occurrence'
case is not allowing the plaintiff to buy the hospital as a result of the

plaintiffs evidence suggested
Establishing a purchase price would be no small task. The
of those assets
that the price of the hospital's tangible assets was the fair market values

to
as of the date of the prohibited transfer, to wit, May 4, 1999, which it determined

be

g5g,350,000.00. Alternatively it argued that if the court found today's figures should be
was
used, then the price at the 2O1O fair market value of the tangible assets

g104,4g0,000.00. conversely, the defendant claimed the current fair market value of the
Thus the
hospital, including both tangible and non-tangible assets was $656,000,000'
T7

disparity in what the parties believed the purchase price should be is over $500,000,000'

Those figures suggest that the Foundation's hope in this case was to get something for
nothing,

One final thought. Even if all of the current frustrations with HCA as testified to by
hospital administrators, physicians and members of Boards of Trustees existed in 1999,
and clearly they did not, they do not, individually or collectively, rise to the level of creating

a breach of trust sufficient enough to warrant a conclusion that the parties cannot co-exist
in the future. lt is not unusual for hospital personnel to feel they need more in the way of

equipment or manpower etc., particularly when they learn HCA is making a profìt in the
operation of the hospital. The evidence suggests that the give and take and debate over
the plaintiffs concerns are no more or less contentious than similar concerns expressed by

other large companies, even in the healthcare industry. None can be found to constitute a
breach of the ApA or result in a complete dissolution of the trust that the plaintiff had of
HCA back in 1983
The only monetary damages due the plaintiff are reimbursement for a fraction of its
legal expenses. The Coud has found that the defendant did breach the APA by engaging
in a prohibited transfer in 1gg9. The plaintiff had the right to challenge that transfer in this

litigation. However, arguably that challenge could have been accomplished by using far
less resources and people than the plaintiff chose to use in this case. The Court will
entertain a request by the plaintiff for reimbursement of attorneys' fees for what would be a

reasonable amount necessary to prevail in the liability portion of this case. No attorney
fees will be awarded the plaintiff for work done in the damage portion of this case since the

defendant offered, before the damage phase trial, to rescind the 1999 transaction, the
result which the Court has ordered herein'
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Both parties have filed a series of Requests for Findings of Fact and Rulings of

Law. The Court has elected to individually rule on these requests. Due to the fact that the
requests are complete, the Court's ruling on them supplements the text of the within Order'

However, because some of the requests contain both what the Court believes are true
statements as well as statements that have not been proven, it has elected to explain its
ruling on those requests individually. The requests that need no explanation are simply
marked granted or denied.

The Court will take up the plaintiffs requests first. There are 47 of them in total'
The Court denies the first

12.

Request 13 is granted. Request 14 is denied with the

following explanation. While the phrase "tangible assets" has a general generic legal
meaning, the use of the term in the APA does not reflect the parties' intent. Even if the

ApA stated clearly that the plaintiff could repurchase the hospital in the event of any
corporate transfer, HCA would never knowingly permit the purchase price to be far less

than the fair market value. lt would mean potentially that all of the money that HCA
invested into the hospital for years would not be recoverable. From a business standpoint
or from a logical standpoint, such a result would be absurd. While HCA could have given

the plaintiff the opportunity to repurchase the hospital for any number of reasons, the
evidence suggests it would always be the intention of HCA to recoup its investment'
Moreover, when the APA did give the plaintiff the right to repurchase in 1988 and 1993,
the formula for the repurchase was not limited to "tangible assets", Given the explanation
with respect to Request 14 the Couft also denies Requests 15 and 16.

Request '17 is denied because it uses the phrase "complex" and "massive". On

paper there were changes in the corporate structure regarding hospital ownership.
However the Court finds that the restructuring was neither "complex" or "massive" in terms
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of its implication' lt
of the functioning of the hospital itself. Request 18 is denied because
going to be what it was
suggests that the plaintiff believed in 1983 that HCA was always

that year in terms of size, number of employees, identity of employees,

etc' The plaintiff

country' lt could not
knew that HCA was one of the largest healthcare corporations in the
permit existing
have naively thought that the company would not continue to grow and

that required HCA to
employees to leave. There certainly was no language in the APA
in 1999 than it
remain dormant in the future years. Thus if HCA looked and was different
was in 1983, that fact should not have been surprising to the plaintiff.
"allowed to
Request 1g is granted. Request 20 is denied. The hospital was never

services provided or
deteriorate,,. ln many respects it was always equal to or better than

the "want list" from the
facilities operated by comparable hospitals in the area. Admittedly
physical plant as
hospital Board of Directors exceeded the investment amount in the

in 1983 when it
provided by HCA. Again, it would be naive on the part of the plaintiff if
get every request it made in
executed the ApA it believed that its Board of Directors would

had several
terms of equipment or personnel. The plaintiff knew in 1983 that HCA
as the years went by
hospitals and it should not have been surprising to the plaintiff that
there would be some conflicts over the operation of the hospital'

The court grants Request

21.

'HCA
The evidence suggests not that

was

evidence suggests
attempting to ignore or finesse its obligations under the APA; rather the
particular provisions of
as HCA continued to grow over the years, it simply forgot about the

for years did not learn
the ApA. ln fact, the HCA employee whom the hospital reported to
that its particular contract
of the ApA's existence until 2005. what it lost track of is the fact
than the contracts
regarding the operation of the Poñsmouth Hospital was more confining
it had to run other hospitals in other states'

Request 22 is denied. Although the "Columbia years" were bad times for HCA,

their financial viability was not compromised to the extent that it would have any direct
bearing on how the Portsmouth Hospital was operated. Request 23 is denied. While it is

true that on occasion profits from the Portsmouth Hospital were used by HCA on other
hospitals it operated, it appeared that at times so-called outside money was used by HCA

when expanding the physical plant at Portsmouth. Requesi 24 is denied. The
restructuring of the company in 1999 was not accomplished exclusively as a result of the
difficulties that existed during the Columbia

years. Request 25 is denied. The

1999

restructuring was not intended to make operational changes at the company'

Request 26 is granted in part and denied in

part. There was at times

reduced

investment in the hospital and increased centralization of decision making, however local
input always existed. Not surprisingly, not all of the demands made by the local personnel

in Porlsmouth were immediately implemented by HCA. Request 27 is granted as it

is

technically correct. Request 28 is denied. 1999 was not the significant year in terms of

the so-called change in HCA operation. From the time of the original transfer in 1983,
HCA being

a

large company transformed the operation of the hospital from a facility

operating alone to one of many of HCA's hospitals. Again, given the size of HCA when
the transfer took place in 1983, this change to a so-called one-size fits all franchise should
not have alarmed the plaintiff.

Request 29 is denied. The corporate changes did not have any measurable
negative affect on the so-called adversarial relationship of the parties. To the extent that

such a relationship existed, the evidence indicated that it was post 1999. The evidence

also suggests that while HCA may have been late in its implementation of certain
programs requested by the hospital, at least in the opinion of the plaintiff, those requests
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for the most part were ultimately complied

with. lt is perfectly

reasonable for HCA to do a

cost-benefit analysis with respect to any programs it is considering implementing in any of
its hospitals. The Foundation has cause to complain only if a specific provision of the APA
has been violated. lts frustration with generalcorporate philosophy is not actionable.
Request 30 is denied. Request 31

is granted, however the Court finds that the

phrase "under certain circumstances" means a third-party offer to purchase. Request 32
is denied. Request 33 is denied as the Court finds that the APA did not give the plaintiff a

bargained for opportunity to evaluate its repurchase option at a time of significant turmoil.
Moreover, there was no significant turmoil vis-à-vis the operation of the hospital, Request

34 is denied as the pafties never intended that a prohibited transfer would rise to the level

of a repurchase right on the part of the plaintiff. Request 35, 36, and 37 are denied.
Request 38 is denied as the Court finds that while the terms of a repurchase include the
phrase "tangible assets", the definition for the phrase argued by the plaintiff was never the
intent of the defendant.
Request 39 is denied. Request 40 is denied as the Court notes that the reason for
placing in the APA a time limit with respect to the curing of a particular complaint is

because no complaint should go unaddressed indefinitely, especially when the complaint
had a real bearing on the operation of the hospital. ln this case the inter-company transfer

in 1999 had no practical effect on the operation of the hospital as the plaintiff did not even
know about it untilthis litigation began in 2006. Thus a time-frame for correction for such a
"complaint" is not applicable to the transfer since that is not the type of complaint which the
time period was put in to address.
Request 41 thru 45 are denied. Request 46 is denied as the Court finds that the
defendant was not unjustly enriched by the profits the hospital earned after 1999. Those
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profits to a large extent were earned exclusively through the effoÍs of HCA in terms of the
streamlining of its expenses and the capital expenditures in both the expansion of the
hospital and the equipment it purchased. Request 47 is denied.
Turning now to the defendants requests, the Court grants all but Requests 28 and

35. Request 28 is neither granted nor denied as there was insuffìcient evidence produced
in order for the Court to make a definitive ruling on

it. Request 35 is denied. While the

hospital's fair market value is far greater than the plaintiff alleges, the Court has not made

a determination of exact value as there was no need to, having in mind that the Coufi
determined that the plaintiff did not have a right to repurchase it in the case of an intercompany transfer.

The Court is mindful of the fact that as part of the liability phase of the trial it
ruled on over 400 Requests submitted by the parties. To the extent that any of the 97
Requests ruled on herein are inconsistent with the rulings on the earlier Requests, the
rulings on the within Requests takes precedence as the Couft now has had the benefit of
hearing all of the evidence in this case.

Hopefully now that this litigation is concluded, at least at the trial level, the parties

can constructively address whatever negative feelings they may have towards one
another, and work together to continue to provide excellent health care for the Portsmouth

community. That has been the benchmark of the Portsmouth Hospital for over one
hundred years, and the Court sees no reason why the continued affiliation as provided for
in the APA cannot continue so as to assure that Portsmouth Regional Hospital remains the

gold standard for health care.
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